ABSTRACT. This paper discusses the expression of algorithms by flowcharts, and in particular by flowcharts without explicit go-to's (D-charts). For this purpose we introduce a machine independent definition of algorithm which is broader than usual. Our conclusion is that Dcharts are in one technical sense more restrictive than general flowcharts, but not if one allows the introduction of additional variables which represent a history of control flow.
Introduction
The term "algorithm" is used in many different ways. Sometimes we speak of an algorithm as a process in the abstract, without reference to a particular computer. It is in this sense, for example, that we speak of the "radix exchange sort algorithm," or the "simplex algorithm." Often we identify an algorithm with a particular sequence of instructions for a particular computer.
In this paper we shall present a new definition of algorithm which emphasizes the sequence of commands associated with a particular "input." We then define the notion "expression" of algorithms by general flowcharts and flowcharts without explicit go-to's (D-charts). Some theorems are given which exhibit some of the relationships between algorithms, flowcharts, and D-charts.
Algorithms
Central to our discussion is the notion of an algorithm which is defined independently of its expression in a given language. One such definition of an algorithm can be given as follows:
Let N be a set of variables or names. If n E N, then n takes on values in a value set V~. Let C be a finite set of "sufficiently basic" operations called commands. All members of C are of the form y ~--f (Yl, "'" , Y~) , where k > 0, y, yl, "'" , yk are is called a state function. Let S denote a prechosen class of state functions called initial state fu~clions. An algorithm A is a function which associates with each member s C S a finite sequence A(s) of members of C (possibly the null sequence X). cl g i~--1,
SEARCH is given by = t cI(c2)j-lc3
at 1, and finally M is incremented by 1.
The above definition of an algorithm employs only the sequence of commands to be carried out and says nothing about how one determines the appropriate command sequence for each initial state function. This allows us to discuss the idea of having more than one expression for a given algorithm. Our primary concern is with the finite expression of algorithms by charts which indicate in a schematic way the "flow of control" from command to command. 
Flowcharts and D-Charts

&
There are two edges leaving a decision vertex; one of these edges is labeled with a quantifier@'ee predicate P and the other with ~P, the negation of P;
there are one or more edges incident toward a decision vertex. 2. F is a connected graph (in the undirected sense). We consider a quantifier-free predicate to consist of "atoms" which are combined according to the rules of the propositional calculus. The atoms are relations of the form R(yl, ... , yk) where yi C N for i = 1, ... , k; k > 0; and R takes oil the value "true" or "false" when we substitute the values of the variables yi inR(yl, ...,yk). It. should be dear that this last convention causes no difficulty in determining where to return after we have "executed" (BLOCK).
D-charts (after
The quantities defined for algorithms in Section '2 are defined analogously for flowcharts; thus we may speak of the set N of variables of a flowchart F, the set S of initial state functions of F, and the set C of commands associated with F. The sequence of commands and state functions associated with each s 6 S is determined by F as follows: initially, we have s 6 S as our current state function, a command sequence c equal to X, and a state function sequence a = s, and we are positioned at the START vertex of F.
Suppose we are at a vertex ~ ~ F, with the current state function s', current command sequence c, and current state function sequence a. We shall describe how one determines a new current state function, updates c and a, and chooses a new current vertex in F:
(1) If ~, is the START vertex, s', c, and o" are unchanged and we move to the unique successor of the START vertex. 
]). If F E e(A) then there exists a D-chart D E ~(A).
PROOF. Label the START vertex in F with no and the STOP vertex with n=, and label all other vertices of F with the labels n~, ... , n~. If n~ is a command vertex we construct a corresponding D-chart block as follows: 
M
Sequence of values oft
The predicates in parentheses hold at their respective points in the sequence Consider the following sequence of commands and predicates
We interpret the above sequence as a metadescription of the execution of F for arbitrarily large M. Specifically, the subsequence of commands is the algorithm A (s) for arbitrarily large s(M); the predicate following each command holds after the corresponding command is executed, that is, (p) following cl means that i < M after cl is executed, and (~p) following c2 means that i > M after c2 is executed. We make the assumption that there is a D-chart D which is directly equivalent to F, and we shall show that this leads to a contradiction. Let The symbol (q) represents the atom (either p or ~p) which was true when this loop was entered for the first time, and (r) is the atom which was true when the vertex I was reached for the second time. 
Flags
In the proof of Theorem 1 we introduced the variables vl in order to construct the appropriate D-chart, as did BShm and Jacopini [2] . We can think of these variables as "flags" or "signals" which tell us which sequence of commands to execute next. We can make the notion of a "flag" more precise. Let N be the set of variables associated with a flowchart F. We say that a variable x E N is a flag if Intuitively one would think that flags are unessential in a flowchart, and in fact it is easy to show that they are dispensible in a certain sense. For example, suppose we wanted to eliminate the flag FOUND in the Example. Since FOUND takes on only two values we can make two copies of D (considered as a flowchart), one with the value of FOUND considered to be "NO" and the other with FOUND set to the value "YES." Any statement which changes the value of FOUND is replaced by an appropriate transfer. 
Summary
The theorems of the previous sections are examples of results which might be misleading when applied to the problem of making an algorithm easy to understand. Theorem 1 means that D-charts are as powerful as flowcharts if we are allowed to add flags to a given flowchart. However, the form of the D-chart given in the proof of the theorem is clearly not a desirable expression of an algorithm. The additional flags in the D-chart merely represent the topology of the original flowchart, and this encoding of all the topology into flags does not necessarily make understanding the algorithm easy. Theorem 3, on the other hand, shows that flags are superfluous since their effect can always be accounted for in the topology of a flowchart. This extreme is equally undesirable since a complex topology must be unraveled before an algorithm can be understood.
Finally, Theorem 2 indicates that we must necessarily permit the use of flags in D-charts if they are to be as powerful as arbitrary flowcharts. This does not mean, however, that D-charts are an inadequate means of expression.
